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1. Cities and Migrants  

The increasing travel possibilities and lower real costs of transport, information, and 
communication due to ICT development, have not led to what has been called the ‘death-of-
distance’ for economic activities. On the contrary, rather than becoming increasingly irrelevant, 
location choice seems to be more important than ever. Obviously, the agglomeration of 
economic activities induces high housing prices and negative externalities such as congestion 
and pollution (air, noise). So, why then do firms and workers continue to concentrate in urban 
areas?  

In the field of economics, the explanation most often given for the apparent attractiveness of 
cities is that cities give rise to productivity externalities (see, for example, Glaeser et al. 1992). 
That is: firms profit from being close to other firms because of information spillovers (Jacobs 
externalities), the existence of a market for specialized intermediate inputs (Marshallian 
externalities), or increased efficiency and innovation induced by nearby competitors (Porter 
externalities). Higher productivity results in higher wages, which attracts workers in search of 
jobs, which in turn attracts firms wanting to benefit from a large pool of (skilled) workers.  

An alternative explanation for the attractiveness of cities is that cities provide a higher number of 
consumer amenities, making them good places to live. We define amenities as all tangible and 
intangible consumer-related features of a location that makes it an attractive area in which to 
live. Researchers such as Glaeser et al. (2001), Glaeser (2010), and Graves (1980) point at 
(natural) amenity-led growth of urban regions. They stress the importance of climate (weather 
and natural scenery), but also the broad availability of consumer goods and the presence of 
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restaurants or theatres in larger urban areas that attract people who value those amenities and 
derive a higher utility from living together in these areas.  

As far as consumption is concerned, the death-of-distance hypothesis is proven false, too. 
Glaeser et al. (2001) find that, although the death-of-distance hypothesis may be true for 
manufactured goods that can be easily bought via the Internet and shipped all over the world, 
non-tradable private goods, such as restaurant and theatre visits, but also public goods like 
schools remain highly local. The increase in reverse commuting (or ‘counter-muting’) – living in 
the city centre and working in a more suburban area –  is a good illustration of the impact urban 
amenities might have on location decisions.  

So both production and amenity externalities can explain why firms or people (workers and 
consumers) want to locate in urban areas. Ultimately, the challenge is to understand the location 
choice of workers (consumers) and firms (producers) in their interrelatedness. We know that 
higher productivity increases wages, and a higher number of amenities increase house prices, 
since workers are willing to pay for places that provide more consumer amenities. This leads to 
spatial sorting because people with higher wages can afford to pay higher house prices. We also 
have some evidence (see, for example, Partridge, 2010) that firms increasingly follow people, 
thereby further increasing productivity in cities. This agglomeration process increases prices, 
land rents, and wages simultaneously. Clearly, there is an important causality issue here on who 
follows who in location decisions (workers or firms), and this issue has been extensively 
investigated in the literature (see, for example, Boarnet 1994; Boarnet et al. 2005; Deitz 1998; 
Glaeser et al. 2001; Graves 1980; Greenwood and Hunt 1989; Partridge 2010; Steinnes 1977, 
1982; White 1999; and Vermeulen and Van Ommeren 2009 for an analysis for the Netherlands).  

The economic magnet function of cities makes them a pulling force for international migrants. 
We are witnessing a rapid growth of thriving and increasingly culturally diverse cities in the 
entire world. The spatial cluster patterns of migrants are so strong that one can reliably predict 
where new immigrants will locate on the basis of the location of the stock of immigrants, with 
the same ethnicity, in the destination country (Bartel 1989; Card 2009). One of the  reasons for 
this is the presence of migrant social networks that can be used to find a job or a house. The 
presence of other migrants in an area also creates a network that supports the demand and supply 
of their home-country products.  

On the one hand, these effects are hypothesized to be positive for economic development. 
Diversity of labour increases productivity because different people tend to ‘learn from each 
other’ (Jacobs externality). Migrants increase the supply of a specific kind of amenity in cities – 
we will refer to these amenities as migrant-induced (cultural) amenities –  that influence the 
product variety for all people living in that area.   

On the other hand, the diversity of people in cities does not come about without some frictions 
and costs. Too much social variety may lead to interaction problems by increasing the costs of 
communicating, thus leading to the fractionalization of society (the “Babylon effect”: see Florax 
et al. 2005). Heterogeneity can also generate costs if it results in racism and prejudice (Abadie 
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and Gardeazabal 2003), and if it leads to conflicts of preferences over public spending (Alesina 
et al. 1999; Alesina et al. 2004). Social cohesion in a diverse society might also decline, because 
the development of trust is more difficult to foster (Alesina and La Ferrara 2002). Putnam (2007) 
argues that diversity might decrease both bonding and bridging social capital. This means that 
people living in a diverse society turn neither to their fellow natives nor to other ethnicities, but 
just refrain from participating in society altogether. 

In this chapter we will examine the contribution of migrant heterogeneity to the attractiveness of 
cities (for a general migrant impact analysis see Bakens and Nijkamp 2010). To this end, we will 
discuss various aspects of the literature on city (consumer) amenities and productivity amenities 
and the role of migrants in these processes. In the remainder of this chapter, we will first discuss 
the impact of migrant diversity on labour productivity and the various mechanisms through 
which this relation is established. Then we will discuss amenity-led location behaviour, and the 
impact a diverse city population might have on the variety of products offered in a city. Finally, 
we will outline a research agenda, and describe the data needed for further research. 

2. Connecting People: Cultural Diversity and Productivity 

The general claim that diversity has a positive impact on productivity is based on the work of 
Jane Jacobs (1961, 1969). She states that the clustering of heterogeneous industries leads to 
higher economic growth in cities, because ideas or insights from one industry are exchanged and 
applied in another industry, leading to new ideas and innovations. Glaeser et al. (1992) used 
these insights to test for agglomeration externalities in cities and found affirmative evidence for 
Jacobs externalities. De Groot et al. (2009) find in their meta-analytic study on agglomeration 
externalities that industry diversity (Jacobs externalities) tends to have a positive effect on 
economic growth in cities.  

In research about the impact of migrants on productivity, the above mentioned Jacobs 
externalities are adapted to the diversity of workers on the city or firm level. As with the 
diversity of industries or firms, a diverse labour force1 increases the number of ways that 
problems are framed, thus producing a richer set of alternative solutions, and consequently 
innovations, and a higher productivity. If Jacobs externalities are considered to have an impact 
on labour productivity as a result of the exchange of ideas, social structures should be the main 
focus of research. The ability of people to interact in social networks is considered to be their 
social capital. Following the definition of Akçomak (2010), social capital is created by the 
                                                            
1 In most of the research concerning productivity impacts, the degree of diversity in the labour market is expressed 
by a fractionalization index (see, for example: Alesina and La Ferrara 2005; Bellini et al. 2011; Ottaviano and Peri 
2005, 2006; Ozgen et al. 2010, 2011; Suedekum et al. 2009). A culturally diverse region is then a region in which 
the probability is relatively high that two randomly selected individuals from the region’s population are from a 
different nationality or cultural background. Although the fracionalization index is most often used in this type of 
research, one can think of other measures that differentiate among groups and/or regions to indicate 
concentration, specialisation or inequality (like Herfindahl index or GINI‐coefficient, to name a few) that could be 
applied in this field of research. More on this topic can be read in, for example, Maignan et al. (2003) who compare 
bio‐ecological measures of diversity with economic measures of diversity. In section 4.2 of this chapter we discuss 
issues concerning the measurement of culture itself. 
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relations between individuals. Thus, it is not the human capital individuals possess personally 
like skills and knowledge that is the focal point of research, but the capital they can acquire in 
interacting with other people. The social contacts that workers have and the social groups with 
which they interact are a crucial part of the human capital accumulation and human capital 
spillovers across people. To our knowledge, not much research within the field of urban 
economics has been conducted on the social networks between migrants and native workers in 
urban areas in order to analyse Jacobs externalities.  

These ways of looking at the impact of migrants on labour productivity is complementary to the 
neoclassical approach of migration. From the neoclassical point of view, migration is seen as the 
result of the mobility of production factors and different factor prices between distinct regions. 
The impact of migrants on the host country’s labour market can then be described quite 
elegantly: labour markets respond to a positive labour supply shock through the adjustment of 
wages and employment (i.e. a crowding-out effect if migrants are substitutes for the native 
workers). 
 
 In a series of meta-analytical studies2, Longhi et al. (2005a, 2005b, 2008, 2010) have estimated 
the average impact of immigration on the labour market by looking at the adjustment in wages 
and employment. The studies show that the impact is, if significant at all, only very small. If the 
ratio of immigrants to native workers increases by 1 percentage point, the wages of native 
workers decrease by 0.119 percent (Longhi et al. 2005a), and a 1 percent increase in the ratio of 
immigrants to native workers decreases the employment of native workers by 0.024 percent 
(Longhi et al. 2005b). So, in theory, wages and employment of the native workers would, ceteris 
paribus, decline due to a migrant influx, but in practice, this does not seem to be the case due to 
heterogeneity and complementarity among production factors, and due to complex wage 
adjustments if there is a tight labour market.  
 
In the above mentioned research it becomes clear that the impact of migrants on the labour 
market crucially depends on the geographical coverage and scope of the labour market (see also 
Longhi et al. 2010). Statistically significant negative impacts of immigration occur relatively 
more frequently in those studies that focus on large geographical labour markets (e.g. a country 
versus the different regions within that country). When focusing research on a small labour 
market, the adjustment effects in the economy such as native regional out-migration, changes in 
sectoral and trade composition, an increase in consumption expenditures, but also impacts on 
productivity, innovation and social structures, might be better identified with the data (see 
Longhi et al. 2008, 2009). 
 
In accordance with neoclassical theory, the impact of migrants on the host country’s national 
labour market thus seems rather trivial, but recently the focus of research on the impact of 

                                                            
2 Meta‐analysis requires the acquisition of a cluster of applied modelling studies concerned with the same research 
question and the use of a common econometric specification, in order to draw a general quantitative synthesis 
conclusion. 
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migrants has shifted towards a less aggregate level: the differential impact of migrants on local 
or regional scales. On a more disaggregate level, migration – or in a more general sense, 
increasing cultural diversity – may have an impact on socio-economic dynamics in the local or 
regional economy beyond the neoclassical framework.  

Some research has been conducted that focuses on Jacobs-like externalities of migrants. Based 
on their research on the US labour market, Ottaviano and Peri (2006) conclude that productivity 
and economic growth rises when the diversity of workers increases in US cities. Ozgen et al. 
(2010) have found in a meta-analytic study that a 1 percentage point increase in the net migration 
rate increases real income per capita by 0.1 percent. When focussing on the relationship between 
the diversity of nationalities in a population and innovation, Ozgen et al. (2011) find a positive 
relation between the share of foreigners in the population and the number of patent applicants of 
0.23 percent. The results indicate that the composition of the migrant population, i.e. the 
nationalities of the migrants, influences the innovative capacity of European regions. Their 
research shows that a unit increase in the (Simpson) diversity index (see footnote 1), increases 
patent applications by 2.2 percent.  

Suedekum et al. (2009) analysed the impact of migrant heterogeneity on German NUTS-3 level 
labour markets. They find that cultural diversity has a positive impact on the German labour 
market, and particularly highly skilled immigrants increase local labour productivity. Low-
skilled immigrants have a negative effect on local wage and employment. An interesting finding 
in this research is that the largest negative effects of immigrants on German labour markets are to 
be found in regions with a large and culturally homogeneous group of unskilled immigrants. In 
the US, Borjas (2005), CCSCE (2005) and Orrenius and Nicholson (2009) find that, on average 
(in the long run), the impact of immigrants on the receiving region’s employment and wage rates 
is positive, while only very small substitution-effects between natives and immigrants are 
observed. The largest negative effect of immigrants is on the wages of earlier immigrant cohorts. 
In New Zealand (Strutt et al. 2008), the influx of immigrants has caused wages and employment 
to decrease for some native-born workers and earlier migrant cohorts for whom new migrants are 
close substitutes in the labour market. Research by Econtech (2006) in Australia shows that an 
increase in the influx of high-skilled immigrants has led to negative transition effects in the short 
run, but to positive labour market effects in the long run; labour force participation, employment. 
and skill level have increased. 

The influence of cultural diversity on labour productivity is thus determined by the possibility for 
people from different cultures to meet and interact with each other in their workplace, 
neighbourhood, or school. Some of the abovementioned literature measures the presence of 
migrants in areas and concludes that the presence of migrants increases productivity. But, the 
presence of migrants alone does not lead to productivity externalities of the kind described in this 
section. Interaction among people from diverse cultures or between the firms in which these 
people work is a requisite for these kind of productivity externalities. This assumes that on an 
disaggregate micro-level – the neighbourhood and workplace – research should focus on the 
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probability of people from a different culture to meet and interact to determine the influence of 
cultural diversity on labour productivity.  
 

3. Quality of Life: Cultural Diversity and Consumption   

As described above, much research has focused on the impact of cultural diversity on labour 
productivity. Externalities of cultural diversity, especially in urban regions, can also be directed 
towards consumption. Although earlier work on agglomeration externalities has (also) focussed 
on the amenities of product diversity in cities (e.g. Jacobs 1961, 1969; Roback 1982), the interest 
in consumption amenities in cities has revived in the last decade. This is mainly because some 
cities in the US and Europe saw an unprecedented rise in prices that cannot be fully explained by 
an increase in productivity or income (Glaeser et al. 2001; Glaeser 2010). This means that 
besides the productivity amenities that cities can provide, people are willing to pay high rents for 
other externalities in cities, in particular quality of life.  

In general, in areas with migrant communities, a supply chain of goods from the home country of 
these migrants arises. So, the presence of migrants who demand and/or produce their home-
country products increases the product variety in that location. Examples are numerous, but one 
can especially think of non-tradable private goods, such as Italian or Japanese restaurants, 
Chinese supermarkets, or ethnic clothing stores. Consequently, the diversity of the goods and 
services offered in cities with migrants might increase the utility of living in those cities for all 
workers. If the utility of living in heterogeneous cities is higher, then more people may want to 
live and work there, thus boosting the economic development of the city.  

In their research, Glaeser et al. (2001) show that the valuation of amenities in cities has increased 
over the years. In London and Paris, the amenity premium has risen due to a faster increase in 
rents than in wages. If wages had risen faster, this would have suggested that the willingness to 
live in cities is caused by the gain in productivity. Partridge (2010) has indicated that over the 
past 50 years, migration within the US can indeed best be explained by natural amenities-led 
growth. The Sunbelt and parts of the Rocky Mountains appear to have attracted relatively many 
more workers than the largest US metropolitan areas, whereas the former standard core-
periphery patterns explained according to the NEG (New Economic Geography)-models have 
not been confirmed in this research. 

The attractiveness of product heterogeneity is also the concept behind the ‘love of variety’ in 
Fujita et al. (1999). Other models that look at the willingness-to-pay for amenities or the utility 
derived from living in a certain area are equilibrium models based on the work of Roback 
(1982). Equilibrium models inspired by Roback (1982) have been used in different modifications 
to identify whether the productivity or amenity externality prevails in urban areas, and to 
calculate the valuation of a specific amenity. The general insight of the model is that the value 
people assign to city amenities is a premium over the rent minus the wage (see also Glaeser et al. 
2001). 
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Table 1: Identification strategies 
 

Rent variation 
Positive Negative 

Wage variation Positive  Positive productivity 
effect 

Disamenity effect 

Negative Amenity effect Negative productivity 
effect 

Source: Bellini et al. (2011). 
 
With this way of testing productivity and amenity premiums, four different situations can be 
distinguished as is described in chapter 7 by Bellini et al. (2011). Table 1 displays these 
situations. Only if a positive rent variation is combined with a negative wage variation, are 
amenities the cause of higher employment density in a region.   

The basic Roback model (1982) is a model with many cities that vary according to the quantity 
of an endowment amenity. Both the indirect utility and the production are a function of wages, 
rents, and amenities. Wage and rent differences can thus be characterized as functions of the 
amenity in the equilibrium situation (with a given distribution of firms and workers across 
cities). The model can be extended by including a non-tradable goods sector. In the initial model, 
workers are identical in their tastes and skills, but Roback (1988) allows for heterogeneity in 
individual preferences. Dalmazzo and Blasio (2010) use this model to analyse the valuation of 
urban amenities among different skill-groups in Italy. They find a substantial urban rent 
premium, but no urban wage premium, indicating that urban amenities are important drivers for 
urban agglomeration. This seems especially the case for high-skilled people, who apparently 
attribute a higher utility to shopping possibilities and cultural consumer goods (theatres, etc.). 
This is in line with the general view that consumer amenities only become important for location 
choices after a certain income threshold is reached.    

Ottaviano and Peri (2006) took the Roback model as a starting point to model the influence of 
cultural diversity on production and consumption. Estimating the wage and rent specifications, 
and controlling for personal characteristics and city fixed effects results in positive and 
significant estimates for cultural diversity (measured by country of birth) in the US. For the 
simplest model, an increase in the diversity index of 0.1 is associated with an increase in average 
real wages of US natives of 13 percent, and an increase in real rents of 19 percent. The same 
model specification is used in Bellini et al. (2011), but applied to European data where the 
authors find roughly the same results.  

Quigley (1998) lists some more amenities specifically linked to urban diversity. Because of the 
economies of scale in a city, the provision of public goods, such as parks and sports stadiums, are 
more easily provided. Shared inputs produce more differentiated goods in theatres, restaurants, 
fashion, and the like. Search costs for consumers are lower in cities that allow for the 
agglomeration of products in, for example, shopping districts. And cities are better able to 
provide substitute goods in cases of economic fluctuations. 
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In this section, we have shown that theoretical frameworks have been developed that can test 
whether workers value certain amenities, and whether the urban amenities or productivity 
amenities prevail in the location choice of workers/consumers. The role of migrants in providing 
product heterogeneity has received some attention within the field of economic research, but the 
majority of the research on migration has focussed on productivity effects. To our knowledge the 
research that has been conducted does not take into account data of product variation in cities. 
Thus the implicit assumption in this research is that the presence of migrants increases product 
heterogeneity and people value this. Hence, an area that needs further research is the impact of 
migrant diversity and migrant-induced product heterogeneity in cities on the utility of living in 
that city by using data on product variation. 

4. Conceptual Framework and Methodology 

4.1 General framework 

In the previous two sections, we have explained that cultural diversity in a city can be seen as an 
amenity for its inhabitants from a consumer point of view, and that cultural diversity influences 
productivity by means of human capital accumulation and the exchange of ideas. Figure 1 gives 
a summary of the causalities and relations described in the previous sections.  

 

Figure 1: Relation between cultural diversity and attractiveness of locations 

Arrow 1 indicates the effect of cultural diversity in a city on product heterogeneity due to the 
supply of foreign products initially primarily demanded by migrants. If shops and restaurants 
arise to sell these products, the product variety increases for all people living in that area. 
According to the ‘love of variety’ (Fujita et al. 1999), and the work of, among others, Glaeser 
(2010), product variety can be seen as a positive feature of a location, and can thus be labelled a 
urban amenity, as is indicated by arrow 2. Arrow 3 shows this causality and indicates that urban 
amenities increase the attractiveness of a location.  
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The productivity side of the model shows that cultural diversity in a city influences the networks 
and the social capital of people either in the workplace or in the neighbourhood (arrow 4). Arrow 
5 shows that this can lead to urban productivity gains if Jacobs externalities arise (Jacobs 1961, 
1969; Ozgen et al. 2010, 2011; Ottaviano and Peri 2005, 2006). A more productive city is an 
attractive area for other people to locate and find a job, as is indicated by arrow 6. Arrow 7 
shows that, within this figure, the attractiveness of a culturally diverse location ultimately 
indicates people’s value of cultural diversity.  
 
The different hypotheses stated in the literature and implicitly stated in Figure 1 are summarized 
in Table 2. The two main hypotheses that indicate positive effects deduced from the literature 
are: 

1. Interaction of people from different cultural groups in neighbourhoods and/or at work 
increases their productivity. 

2. People attribute a higher utility to living in areas with migrant-induced culturally 
heterogeneous goods. 

In the wage equation, cultural diversity is based on the probability of interacting with people 
from a different cultural group, and thus on the number of migrants in the neighbourhood and at 
the firm level. In the rent equation, first the relationship between cultural diversity in an urban 
area and the number of culturally-induced different non-tradable (private) goods available in the 
city needs to proved. Next, the valuation of workers of these culturally-induced amenities needs 
to be calculated in accordance with the valuation of other amenities. 
 
Though these hypotheses cannot considered to be a very novel way of looking at the effects of 
migrants on local economies, there are different, empirically novel ways of testing them that will 
certainly give better and new insights into the described mechanisms. One of these ways is to test 
the hypotheses simultaneously in a Roback-like model in order to look at the impact of cultural 
diversity on production and consumption. Another way is to use data on product variety to 
research the impact of migrants on amenities in cities, and determine whether these culturally-
induced amenities increase the utility of living in these cities. Additionally, the use of micro-data 
allows for the analysis on different spatial levels to see on which levels (cities, firms, 
neighbourhoods) these externalities occur. With micro-data one can actually measure whether 
people from different cultures interact in the workplace or neighbourhood, and whether city 
inhabitants attribute a high utility to migrant-induced product heterogeneity.  
 
Table 2: Effects of cultural diversity on production and consumption* 
 Positive effect Negative effect 
Urban productivity Jacobs externalities Babylon effect 
 Bridging or bonding of social capital No bridging and no bonding of 

social capital 
Urban amenities (consumption) ‘Love of Variety’ Suboptimal decisions on public good 

provisions 
*Based on the effects mentioned in this chapter and on Baycan-Levent (2010). 
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Using micro-data marks the emergence of a new field within economic research. Detailed 
‘micro’-administrative databases, sometimes longitudinal, are becoming more and more 
available and allow research on a far more detailed level. These databases allow us to better 
describe the adjustment processes at work in, for example, local labour markets, but also other 
dynamics associated with migration.  
 
Additionally, using micro-data allows for the observation of spatial sorting. When focussing on 
the location behaviour of individual workers on a neighbourhood level, all kinds of selection 
effects can be controlled for. Not only can the amenities be considered, but the negative effects 
of cultural diversity in neighbourhoods can be addressed, and differences between groups of 
people in their valuation of amenities can be accounted for, and one can also control for the 
productivity premiums in different regions.  
 
Below we elaborate on two methodological aspects of this kind of research: the measurement of 
culture and endogeneity problems, because in the research described in this chapter, in general, 
these two aspects form a weaker spot or at least allow for intense debate on what is exactly 
researched. The measurement of culture and endogeneity problems each need more attention in 
future research from a theoretical, empirical, and methodological point of view.   
 
4.2 Measuring culture3  
Other disciplines like sociology and anthropology have a tradition of research on culture and 
cultural differences on different levels of aggregation. In the field of economics, the impact of 
‘culture’ on economic processes has led to a focus on concepts like institutions (for example, 
North 1990), trust (Alesina and La Ferrara 2002), or social capital (Putnam 2000). In the research 
described in this chapter very simple, easy observable, and objective measure of culture are used. 
One of the reasons is that the analytical tools of economic analysis do not easily allow for 
endogeneity problems that stem from measures of culture that are less easy to disentangle from 
other individual characteristics or environmental influences.  
 
So the question is: what is a meaningful and possible way of measuring culture given how it is 
hypothesized to affect economic processes? Culture is often referred to as being very persistent 
over time. Therefore, to distinguish between cultures in research on the effects of cultural 
diversity on economic outcomes, concepts of culture that are consistent over time like 
nationality, country of birth, language, race, or religion are often used. These concepts are not 
used to estimate the impact of different countries of birth on productivity per se, but country of 
birth is used as a proxy for differences in norms, beliefs and all kinds of unobservable variables 
that constitute a culture and might lead to economic externalities. 
      

                                                            
3 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss extensively different definitions and views on culture. We only 
focus on measuring culture relevant for the impact of migrant diversity on economic outcomes. 
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Identifying cultural groups like this has some theoretical and methodological drawbacks (see 
Bellini et al. 2011). Nationality and country of birth are rather objective and easily obtainable 
measures. However, nationality is subject to intergenerational erosion making it likely to 
underestimate diversity in a society4. Nationality and country of birth are predominantly self-
claimed identities and can change over time. In countries with large groups of migrants from, for 
example, former colonies, measuring cultural diversity by nationality might underestimate the 
effect of migrants, since generally migrants from former colonies have obtained (or obtain) the 
host country’s nationality quite easily. Whereas language spoken at home (Ottaviano and Peri 
2005) is a good indicator for one’s identification with a subculture, this might not be the case in 
all countries, especially with languages like Spanish and English. Falck et al. (2010) show that 
on the basis of data from Germany, dialects, i.e. language variation within a country, can be a 
very powerful tool for explaining cultural differences within a country.  
 
This research shows that even a ‘simple’ variable such as language has different dimensions, and 
if a person reports speaking German at home, it is important to know which dialect in order to 
know that individual’s cultural identity. Religion and race roughly have the same advantages and 
disadvantages as language, meaning that, in general, they can be measured reasonably simply, 
but this can imply, on the one hand a very broad indication (religions and races spread across 
continents), and, on the other, a very narrow indication (religions have numerous bifurcations 
and mixtures). The use of social value surveys can however help to identify cultures based on 
less general measures, but these measures are less objective and quantifiable leading to possible 
endogeneity bias in estimating the effect of cultural diversity on economic processes. Future 
research that will further conceptualize the concept of culture from an economically useful point 
of view would be very welcome.   
 
4.3 The endogeneity bias and unobserved heterogeneity 
In most of the research done in this field, the main source of bias in identifying the effect of 
cultural diversity on productivity and consumer amenities is endogeneity of independent 
variables. Whether productive people locate in urban areas or urban areas make people more 
productive, and whether firms follow workers or workers follow firms, are all difficult 
causalities to investigate5. When the causality between an independent and dependent variable in 
a model can also be reversed, for example the correlation between the migrant heterogeneity in a 
firm and the productivity of that firm, the independent variable is correlated with the disturbance 
term. In regression models, this makes the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator inconsistent 
and biased. The econometrical solution for the correlation between the independent variable and 
the disturbance term is to use a randomized controlled experiment (that is not feasible in this 
setting because of ethical objections), quasi-natural experiment, or an instrumental variable in a 
two stage-least-square (2SLS) model.  
 

                                                            
4 Sometimes, country of birth of the parents is used to overcome underestimation of diversity. 
5 See for example Combes et al. (2011) on these issues concerning the identification of agglomeration effects. 
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The best way to deal with the endogeneity bias is to base research on effects of migrant diversity 
on the receiving economy on a quasi-natural experiment. An experiment can be a policy shift, 
natural disasters or any exogenous shock to the system. A much cited quasi-natural experiment is 
the Mariel boatlift (Card 1990), in which the impact on the Miami labour market of a sudden 
increase of the labour force by 7% by the arrival of about 125,000 Cubans in 1980 is analysed. In 
chapter 8, Bauernschuster et al. (2011) use the reunification of Berlin as a quasi-natural 
experiment to analyse the impact of the difference in implicit institutions between east and west 
Germany on individual decisions to become an entrepreneur.  
 
Since quasi-natural experiments are often difficult to encounter, many researchers produce 
interesting instrumental variables to deal with the endogeneity bias. A good instrument is a 
variable that is uncorrelated with the disturbance term, so not correlated with the dependent 
variable, but is correlated with the endogenous independent variable. In a 2SLS model, each 
endogenous regressor needs at least one instrument. Time-lagged variables can serve as 
instruments although one can argue whether these instruments are exogenous. Card (2001) 
introduced a shift-share methodology for constructing instruments that build on, for example, 
past shares of migrants from a certain background in a city to predict the future inflow of these 
migrants in the city (as used in Bellini et al. 2011; Ottaviano and Peri 2005, 2006) Ottaviano and 
Peri (2005, 2006) also use the distance of a city to the main gateways into the US as instruments 
for the diversity of that city. Ozgen et al. (2011) use the presence of McDonalds restaurants to 
instrument the openness and international connectedness of regions to deal with the endogeneity 
bias of immigration. One of the instruments Suedekum et al. (2009) use, is the regional vote 
shares for the Green party in national elections to proxy for the tolerance level of natives towards 
foreigners in a region.       
 
The access to micro-data also provides opportunities for research set-ups that can (partly) deal 
with the endogeneity bias. With longitudinal micro-data, the location decisions of workers can be 
analysed over time. Secondly, modelling wage and rent equations simultaneously provides some 
insight into which effect is stronger: productivity or amenities. Thirdly, focussing on reverse 
commuting and different aggregate spatial levels might be a good identification strategy for 
regressing the impact of cultural diversity on productivity or consumer amenities.  
 
It is also important to note that, in research on productivity or urban amenities, there are many 
worker and city specific characteristics that we do not observe (unobserved heterogeneity) but 
might explain part of the correlation between cultural diversity on the one hand and urban 
productivity and amenities on the other hand. It is obvious that controlling for education, income, 
skill level or any form of human capital of workers when estimating the impact of cultural 
diversity on productivity, is crucial for the results (see, for example, Alesina and La Ferrara, 
2005; Bellini et al., 2008; Münz et al., 2006; Ottaviano and Peri, 2005, 2006; Ozgen et al., 2010; 
Pekkala Kerr and Kerr, 2008; Saxenian, 2007; Strutt et al., 2008; Suedekum et al., 2009). 
Likewise, cities have certain characteristics besides cultural diversity that make them attractive 
locations for workers or consumers. When data on these characteristics is unknown (or 
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unobservable), but these characteristics vary across cities and/or workers and are invariant over 
time, the unobserved heterogeneity can be controlled for by using fixed effects in panel data as 
long as the cultural diversity in a city or firm varies over time. 
 
  5. Conclusions 
The appeal of cities as magnets for productive firms and workers, and as places with a broad 
product variety for consumers, has encouraged many researchers to examine the processes at 
work that make cities such attractive locations to settle. International migrants have been shown 
to have a preference for settling in urban regions, and, in this chapter, we have shed light on the 
effects of the presence of migrants on the economic development of urban areas. On the basis of 
an extensive literature review, we have hypothesized that the interaction of people from different 
cultural groups at the neighbourhood or firm level in cities will increase labour productivity in 
line with the concepts of Jacobs externalities and bridging social capital. For the consumption 
side of the model – a far less researched issue – we have hypothesized that urban cultural 
diversity increases the heterogeneity in the private goods provided, which will increase the utility 
of living in that area. This is based on the concept of ‘love of variety’.  

By simultaneously measuring the migrant induced urban amenity premium and the migrant-
induced productivity premium, the dominant effect can be identified. This is an interesting 
approach which needs further research, and is a relatively new approach within the economic 
field of migrant studies. Future research should also focus more on the amenity effect of 
migrants in cities. Research on migrant entrepreneurship and clustering shows that migrants tend 
to supply regions with home-country goods, thus increasing the product variety. The utility that 
natives assign to these products is an interesting research area. The research agenda laid out in 
this chapter stresses that, with the use of micro-data, the disaggregate level at which the effects 
can be analysed is a promising development. With the use of micro-data, we can explicitly 
measure consumption amenities by focussing on product varieties, especially migrant induced 
product variety, on a neighbourhood or city level. With micro-data, the interaction between 
cultural groups in the neighbourhood or firm level can be measured, and thus the likelihood of 
Jacobs externalities can be better estimated. In this way we are better able to measure the 
influence of cultural diversity on location behaviour and the valuation of urban cultural diversity.  
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